
Biography of Jeffrey Zisselman

Residing in Boca Raton, Florida, Jeffrey Zisselman, alongside his wife Diana and their

two Hungarian-born Maltese dogs, fully embraces a coastal lifestyle that includes

enjoying ocean activities and the sunny climate. This lifestyle choice reflects their

passion for global exploration and active pursuits, evident in their extensive travels and



dedication to activities like working out, beach walks, and meditation. Such a

commitment to personal well-being mirrors his holistic approach to life, highlighting his

relentless pursuit of professional and personal excellence.

His business ventures showcase his unique blend of entrepreneurial flair and legal

acumen. His educational background in economics, finance, and business law and

practical experience have equipped him with the necessary skills to navigate and excel

in the multifaceted business world. His ability to understand and leverage complex legal

frameworks has been a critical factor in the success of his diverse business endeavors.



The creation of Sapere Vedere LLC marks a significant chapter in his career, illustrating

his ability to nurture and grow a wide range of businesses. The company's success

across various sectors, such as technology, health, wellness, and consumer services,

exemplifies his strategic foresight and adaptability. His leadership has propelled the

company to become recognized in multiple industries, demonstrating his capacity to

identify and capitalize on market trends.



His distinction as a finalist in the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award in the

1990s is a testament to his business expertise and success. This recognition and other

accolades underscores the considerable impact he has made in the business

community. His career is a narrative of continuous growth, learning, and adaptation,

inspiring aspiring entrepreneurs.

His philanthropic efforts further highlight his deep commitment to societal betterment.

His involvement in charitable initiatives extends his impact beyond the corporate

sphere, showcasing his dedication to making a positive difference in society. His focus

on empowering youth through education and financial literacy reflects his belief in the

importance of nurturing the next generation.

As he continues to innovate and lead, his journey stands as a powerful example of how

visionary leadership, combined with a solid ethical foundation, can achieve lasting

success and meaningful societal contributions.


